MONDAY
FEB 10
@ 7:30 PM

Carole Glasser Langille
& Nolan Natasha Pike

THE MACDONALD ROOM READING SERIES 2014
VALENTINE’S WEEK: LOVE IN ALL ITS FACETS: DARK & BRIGHT

Carole Glasser Langille’s fourth book of poetry, *Church of the Exquisite Panic: The Ophelia Poems* was nominated for The Atlantic Poetry Prize in 2013. She was awarded The Established Artist Recognition Award in 2013. The author of a collection of short stories and two children’s books, she has given readings and workshops in South Africa, India, and Kauai. Currently she teaches Creative Writing: Poetry at Dalhousie University.

Nolan Natasha Pike is an artist and writer from Toronto who has settled on the east coast. The recipient of multiple university creative-writing awards as well as film and writing mentorships, his *batting practice* was released by Paisley Chapbook Press in 2013; he writes poems in between trips to the beach and episodes of *Roseanne*. Currently in the WFNS’s mentorship program, Nolan is working towards the completion of his first novel.

The MacDonald Room Reading Series pairs established & exciting emerging talent. We acknowledge the support of the Canada Council for the Arts and the League of Canadian Poets, as well as co-sponsors AMI, the Mount Library, the Mount Writing Centre & the Department of English.